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ɇ. Ⱦɚɜɥɟɬɛɚɟɜɚ, ɤɚɧɞ. ɷɤɨɧ. ɧɚɭɤ, ɞɨɰ. 
Ʉɚɪɚɝɚɧɞɢɧɫɤɢɣ ɝɨɫɭɞɚɪɫɬɜɟɧɧɵɣ ɬɟɯɧɢɱɟɫɤɢɣ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɢɬɟɬ, Ɋɟɫɩɭɛɥɢɤɚ Ʉɚɡɚɯɫɬɚɧ 

 
ɉɊɂɈɊɂɌȿɌɇɕȿ ɇȺɉɊȺȼɅȿɇɂə ɂɇɇɈȼȺɐɂɈɇɇɈɃ ɆɈȾȿɊɇɂɁȺɐɂɂ ɇȺɐɂɈɇȺɅɖɇɈɃ ɗɄɈɇɈɆɂɄɂ 
Ɋɚɫɫɦɨɬɪɟɧɵ ɬɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɫɧɨɜɵ ɢɧɧɨɜɚɰɢɨɧɧɨɣ ɦɨɞɟɪɧɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɩɪɨɦɵɲɥɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ɤɚɤ ɨɫɧɨɜɚ ɭɫɬɨɣɱɢɜɨɝɨ ɪɚɡɜɢɬɢɹ ɧɚɰɢɨ-

ɧɚɥɶɧɨɣ ɷɤɨɧɨɦɢɤɢ Ʉɚɡɚɯɫɬɚɧɚ. ɉɪɨɢɫɯɨɞɹɳɢɟ ɩɟɪɟɦɟɧɵ ɜ ɧɚɫɬɨɹɳɟɟ ɜɪɟɦɹ ɜɨ ɜɫɟɣ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɟ ɩɪɨɢɡɜɨɞɫɬɜɟɧɧɵɯ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ Ʉɚɡɚɯ-
ɫɬɚɧɚ ɫɜɹɡɚɧɵ ɫ ɧɨɜɵɦ ɷɬɚɩɨɦ ɪɟɮɨɪɦɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɷɤɨɧɨɦɢɤɢ – ɨɛɟɫɩɟɱɟɧɢɟ ɭɫɬɨɣɱɢɜɨɝɨ ɷɤɨɧɨɦɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ ɪɨɫɬɚ ɧɚ ɨɫɧɨɜɟ ɢɧɞɭɫɬɪɢ-
ɚɥɶɧɨ-ɢɧɧɨɜɚɰɢɨɧɧɨɝɨ ɪɚɡɜɢɬɢɹ ɩɪɨɦɵɲɥɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ. 

Ʉɥɸɱɟɜɵɟ ɫɥɨɜɚ: ɢɧɧɨɜɚɰɢɨɧɧɵɣ ɬɢɩ ɪɚɡɜɢɬɢɹ, ɦɨɞɟɪɧɢɡɚɰɢɹ ɩɪɨɦɵɲɥɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ, ɢɧɧɨɜɚɰɢɨɧɧɚɹ ɩɨɥɢɬɢɤɚ, ɢɧɧɨɜɚɰɢɨɧɧɨ-
ɬɟɯɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɦɨɞɟɪɧɢɡɚɰɢɹ. 
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The article investigates and improves the methodology of estimate of welfare loss from market power. Basing on the im-

proved methodology the author estimates such a loss in Ukrainian economy of 2008-2011. 
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Introduction. Realizing of adverse effect of monopoly 

or close to monopoly structure of markets to the economy 
is seen by the works of Aristotle, being a hard fact of cur-
rent economics. It shifts the attention of recent researchers 
to the problem of such an adverse effect estimate. For that 
purpose A. Marshall suggested to use a value of a loss of 
consumer surplus (later known as a deadweight loss) origi-
nated by monopolistic restricting output and price ris-
ing [1, p.540]. But the first quantitative estimates of the 
deadweight loss from monopoly or other degree of market 
power appeared only a half of the century later. Their re-
sults were rather contradictory [2, p.77-87].  

The above said explains both the current scientific in-
terest in quantitative assessment of welfare loss from mar-
ket power and the variety of approaches to its estimate. 
Using logic of A. Lerner Ⱥ. Harberger [2, p.77-87], 
D. Schwartzman [3, p.627-630], D. Worcester [4, p.234-
245] estimated the welfare loss with the market power 
holders' profit margin, K. Cowling and D. Mueller [5, p.727-
748] – with the value of profit, A. Dixit ɿ N. Stern [6, p.123-
143], Ⱥ. Daskin [7, p.171-185] – with structural parameters 
of the market etc. It is only the one face of the problem of 
variety of approaches to an estimate of welfare loss from 
market power. Another one exists on the deeper theoretic 
level where a crucial criterion of existing diversity is not an 
information base or some kind of indicator, but the essence 
of welfare loss is. One group of researches, dealing in the 
tradition of A. Marshall [8, p.191-212], A. Lerner [1, p.536-
566], Ⱥ. Harberger [2, p.77-87], considered that the Har-
berger triangle was a satisfactory measure of welfare loss. 
Another group, consisting of G. Tullock [9, p.435-448], 
R. Posner [10], H. Leibenstein [11, p.447-506], Y. Lee ɬɚ 
D. Brown [12], argued about expanding of this category 
and the value of its estimate as well. 

The aim of this article is to optimize the existing theo-
retic approaches to an estimate of welfare loss from market 
power into the new approach and to estimate the actual 
value of welfare loss in Ukrainian economy of 2008-2011, 
basing on that approach. 

Review of welfare loss estimates evolution. Let's be-
gin doing this with a review of welfare loss estimates evolu-
tion. The pioneer of such an estimate was A. Harberger. He 
started his research with geometric formula of triangle of the 
loss of consumer surplus, argued by A. Marshall. 

1
2

WL P Q3 : :    (1) 

where 'Ɋ – the monopolistic price increase; 'Q – the mo-
nopolistic output decrease. 

The impossibility and impropriety of such increases 
measuring by 73 sectors of American manufacturing, in-
vestigated by A. Harberger in his world famous work 'Mo-
nopoly and Resource Allocation' [2], was clear. So the re-
searcher made some economic and mathematical trans-
formations of the formula (1). Using the Lerner Index and 
price elasticity of demand he determined the formula (2 a) 
that became a basic one for his research. 

21
2

WL PQ m[3   (2 ɚ) 

where PQ – the revenue of a firm; İ – the price elasticity of 
demand; m – the profit margin, calculated in the way, ex-
plained below. 

A. Harberger calculated the deviation of industrial profit 
rates from the mean one for the whole manufacturing. 
Then these deviations were transferred into dollars of mo-
nopoly rent and expressed as a share of sales to get the 
monopoly profit margins. Price elasticity of demand was 
deemed as unit one that transformed (2 a) into (2 b). 

21
2

WL PQm3   (2 b) 

The sum of per industry welfare losses gave a total 
value of welfare loss equal to 0.1 % of US GDP [13, p.445]. 

Notwithstanding a novelty and relevance of Harberger 
approach to the estimate of welfare loss from market power 
it was highly criticized. The first reason for the critique was 
the way of rent calculation using the deviation of industrial 
profit rates from the mean one for the whole manufacturing. 
G. Stigler pointed that the level of profit rate in manufactur-
ing was higher than in other sectors of the economy usu-
ally. Hence use of Harberger approach led to consistent 
underestimation of market power impact on the wel-
fare [13, p.445-446]. Comments of K. Cowling and 
D. Mueller were even more critical. They argued not only 
against the problem of restriction of the sample, but 
against the incorrect methodology of analysis. Research-
ers wrote that there was a classic method of monopoly 
rent calculation. The rent was calculated by subtracting 
the normal profit from the value of accounting profit of a 
firm, while the normal profit was a long-run return in the 
competitive market, corrected for risk. The mean profit 
rate, used by A Harberger, was higher than the rate of 
normal profit, because of including some positive value of 
economic rent. K. Cowling and D. Mueller called it 'incor-
porated element of monopoly' [5, p.728]. 

Another point of Harberger approach critique was a fix-
ing of price elasticity of demand on the unit level in all in-
vestigated industries. Such a restriction was irrelevantif no 
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other reasons than because it fixed the price elasticity of 
demand on the unit point, which was out of the monopoly 
character. Every textbook on economics shows that a mo-
nopoly works only on that part of linear demand curve (pre-
cisely linear demand curve was used in the Harberger 
model) where price elasticity of demand is higher than 
one [13, p.446]. While increase of price elasticity of demand 
up to 2, made by D. Schwartzman, didn't result in significant 
change of welfare loss estimate of A. Harberger and didn't 
bring us closer to the actual picture of social and economic 
loss from market power [3, p.627-630]. Price elasticity of 
demand is a dynamic indicator. Its fixing in a long-run period 
is unrealistic assumption. At the same time empirical calcu-
lating of price elasticity of demand is a really difficult and 
almost unsolvable task. It makes researches to abandon the 
use of price elasticity of demand for estimate of welfare loss. 

Such a step was made by K. Cowling and D. Mueller in 
the end of 1970-s. They used the second part of Lerner 
Index formula to take price elasticity of demand out of the 
formula (2 a), saving its effect on the value of welfare loss. 
The researchers replaced the multiplication of the revenue 
and profit margin with its result – profit and replaced the 
second profit margin with inverse of price elasticity of de-
mand. The latter let the price elasticities of demand cancel 
each other, giving the formula (3). 

1
2

WL ɉ3 ,    (3) 

where ɉ – the economic rent, calculated by subtracting the 
normal profit for the market / industry from the actual ac-
counting profit of a market power holder [5, p.728-730].  

Next estimates of welfare loss expanded such an ap-
proach to welfare loss estimatefrom monopoly into easier 
forms of unperfected competition, first of all – oligopoly. For 
that purpose the way of transformation formula (2 a) into 
formula (3) was changed and the inverse of price elasticity 
of demand was replaced with fraction of market share and 
price elasticity of demand. The result of such a change was 
a formula of welfare loss, generated by a member of non-
cooperative oligopoly: 

1
2i i iWL ɉ s3 �     (4) 

where ɉɿ – the economic rent of firm i; si– the share of firm i 
in the total output of the market. 

Following the way of carrying the Lerner Index modifi-
cations over to formula of welfare loss estimate, let's in-
clude a degree of collusion indicator into the formula (4), 
making it relevant for cooperative oligopoly too. 

� �� �1 1
2i i iWL ɉ s X X3 # !       (5) 

where ɴ – the degree of collusion. 
For the oligopoly core of the market that is a group of 

oligopolists, which are operating relatively independent of 
competitive fringe firms, but cooperatively with each other, 
the formula of welfare loss estimate looks like this: 

� �1
1 1
2 100

kk
k i

CR
WL ɉ X X

» Ë
¼ Ì3 # !¼ Ì
½ Í

º    (6) 

where k – the content of oligopoly core of the market, esti-
mated by Linda Index; ɋRk – the concentration ratio for k 
leaders of the market, which consist the oligopoly core. 

One more important step in the evolution of estimate of 
welfare loss from market power was made by 
G. Tullock [9, p.435-448] and R. Posner [10]. They argued 
that Harberger triangle was not a relative measure for the 
welfare loss. There is also a range of socially wasteful 
costs of rent-seeking. The firms incur expenses, trying to 
create, maintain and augment their market power. Those 
costs can manifest in the investments into excessive ca-
pacities, into persuasive advertising or excessive product 
differentiation and patent protection as the result of the 
latter. They also can manifestin costs of political support, 
lobby and bribes. Anyway these costs make the welfare 
loss bigger than the area of Harberger triangle. The value 
of the overrun is not a random one. R. Posner argued that 
firms invested money into rent-seeking until the value of 
the investments came up to the value of the economic rent. 
So, welfare loss consists not only of the area of Harberger 
triangle ('ɆɋȺ), but of the area of whole trapezoid of con-
sumer surplus decrease (PmMCPc) (Figure 1) [10, p.3-4]. 
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Figure 1. The Welfare Loss.R. Posner Model 
 

Description: P – price; Q – output; D – demand curve; MR – marginal revenue curve; MC=AC – the curve of marginal costs,  
which are equal to average costs in the model; C – the point of competitive equilibrium; M – the point of monopolistic equilibrium. 

 

* Source: Posner R. The Social Cost of Monopoly / Richard A. Posner // NBER working paper. – 1974. – No.55. (September). – Ɋ. 3-4. 
 

Let's revise (5) and (6)1 in this view, creating the next formulas. 
Forthecertainmarket power holder: 

� �� �1 1
2i i i iWL ɉ s ɉX X3 # ! !              (7 ɚ) 

                                                           
1 As degree of collusion change from 0 to 1, covering all the kinds of oligopolistic behavior from a noncooperative equilibrium of Nash-
Cournot to a cartel, there is no need for modification of all formulas. It is enough to modify only (5) and (6). 
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For the group of colluded oligopolists: 

� �1 1
1 1
2 100

kk k
k i i

CRWL ɉ ɉX X
» Ë
¼ Ì3 # ! !¼ Ì
½ Í

º º                           (7 b) 

 
The new model of welfare loss estimate. R. Posner 

approach is not considered to be perfect or even quite cor-
rect. This critique is neither about the way of the estimate 
of costs of rent-seeking, nor about their including into the 
value of welfare loss. It is about the graphic model that has 
become the reason of the underestimate of actual value of 
welfare loss from market power. In fact the costs of rent 
seeking are not invested from the profit. Usually they are 
calculated as expenses being a loss from X-inefficiency, 
which value is equal to the economic rent from the Fig-
ure 2 (ɊmMAPc = PcABPx).  

The new model let us catch on an invisible in R. Posner 
model increase of Harberger triangle from area of MAC to the 

area of Ɇȼɏ.So, the actual value of welfare loss from market 
power is described by the area of irregular figure ɊɫȺɆɏɊɯ, 
asking about the relevant revision of (7 a) and (7 b). 

As the area of ɊɫȺɆɏɊɯdiffers from the area of the de-
picted by R. Posner trapezoid of welfare loss (PcPmMC at Fig-
ure 1) by the area of trapezoid of Harberger triangle increase 
(ACXB at the Figure 2), the latter must be estimated as: 

ACKB CXK CXKACXB S S P Q S: :3 ! 3 : �: ! ,    (8) 

where 'P – the price increase, caused by the market 
power; 'Q – the output decrease, caused by the market 
power; S'CXK – the area of triangle CXK. 
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Figure 2. The Welfare Loss.Correction of R. Posner Model 
 

Description: P and P'– the prices before and after correction ofthe model; Q – output; D – demand curve;  
MR and MR' – the marginalrevenue curves before and after correction ofthe model; MC=AC – the curve of marginal costs, which are equal 
to average costs in the R. Posner model; MCx=ACx – the curve of marginal costs, which are equal to average costs in the corrected model. 

 
* Source: Created by the author. 
 
Using theformulas1-6let's calculate the first part of (8) as: 
For the certain market power holder: 

� �� �1i iACKB ɉ s X X3 # !         (9 a) 
Forthe group of colluded oligopolists: 

� �1 1
100

kk
i

CRACKB ɉ X X
» Ë
¼ Ì3 # !¼ Ì
½ Í

º    (9 b) 

It let us calculate the part of new Harberger triangle that 
is depicted by the trapezoid ɆɋɄȼ.Thus the only unknown 
is the value, depicted by the area of the triangle ɋɏɄ. For 
its estimate let's shift the vertical axis on the Figure 2 from 
OP to QmP'. The model created in such a way is like the 
model of monopoly equilibrium, where MD is the curve of 
residual demand, MRƍ is the marginal revenue curve rele-
vant to the residual demand, ɆȺɋis the consumer surplus, 
ȺɋɄȼis the economic rent of the simulated monopolist, 
andɋɏɄis the Harberger triangle, which is a half of the 
economic rent according to K. Cowling and D. Mueller. So, 
the area of ɋɏɄis a half of area ȺɋɄȼ, calculated with (9 a) 
and (9 b), according on the kind of market equilibrium.  

So, the value of welfare loss from the market power is 
calculated with next formulas. 

Forthecertainmarket power holder: 

� �� �2 1i i i iWL ɉ s ɉX X3 # ! !           (10 ɚ) 

For the group of colluded oligopolists: 

� �1 12 1
100

kk k
k i i

CRWL ɉ ɉX X
» Ë
¼ Ì3 # ! !¼ Ì
½ Í

º º        (10 b) 

Empirical estimate of the welfare loss in Ukrainian 
economy of 2008-2011. Using the 10 b we have re-
searched 135 concentrated industrial markets in Ukraine2. 
The calculated values of the welfare loss per industry 
have been summed up, giving the aggregate value of 
welfare loss from market power for the whole Ukrainian 
economy (table 1). 

The data of the table 1 shows that the value of welfare 
loss, as a cost of market power for the domestic economy, 
is equal to the quarter of total economic output and the 
third part of Ukrainian GDP. This value is rather big not 
only in absolute terms, but even in terms of previous esti-
mates of welfare loss for other economies in the world. The 
table 2 contains the results of previous estimates of the 
value of welfare loss for different economies. It shows that 
such a value fluctuates from 0.01 % to 27.2 % of GDP or 
total economic output. 

                                                           
2 Starting with a need of separating the welfare loss from market 
power from other kinds of welfare loss we have taken into the 
research only the concentrated markets, considering that the low 
level of market concentration creates the insufficient market power 
to induce welfare loss. The level of market concentration has been 
estimated by Herfindal-Hirshman Index. The critical level of market 
concentration has been set at 1000. 
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Table  1. Welfare loss from market power in Ukraine, 2008-2011 

Indicator The average value(per year)  

Welfare loss from market power, mln UAH 641 279,31 

The share of welfare loss from market power to total economic output in Ukraine, % 25,09 

The share of welfare loss from market power to Ukrainian GDP, % 33,17 

 
* Source: Created by the author on the results of her own estimates using the data of State Statistics Service of Ukraine – Available at: 

http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua. 
 

Table  2. Empirical estimates of the welfare loss from market power 

The value of welfare loss Researcher,  

publication year 

Investigated 

period 
The database 

% to total economic output % to GDP 

Harberger A., 1954 1924-1928 US manufacturing - 0,1 

Schwartzman D., 1960 1954 US manufacturing - 0,1 

Kamerschen D., 1966 1954-1961 US manufacturing - 5,4-7,6 

Bell F., 1968 1954 US manufacturing - 0,02-0,04 

Shepherd R., 1972 1960-1969 US manufacturing - 2-3 

Worcester D. (jr), 1973  1958, 1969 US manufacturing - 0,3 

Carson R., 1975 ND 3 sectors of the economy of the USA - 3,2 

Jones J.C.H, Laudadio L.,1978 1965-1967 manufacturing of Canada - 3,7 

Cowling K., Mueller D.C., 1978 1963-1966 economy of the USA 4-13,1 - 

Cowling K., Mueller D.C., 1978 1968-1969 economy of Great Britain 3,9-7,2 - 

Parker R., Connor J.,1979  1975 food industry of the USA - 25 

Funahashi K., 1982 1980 manufacturing of Japan - 0,02-3 

Jenny F., Weber A., 1983 1971-1974 French economy - 5,85-12,39 

Masson R.T., Shaanan J., 1984 1950-1966 US manufacturing 2,9-11,6 - 

Pezzoli, 1985 1982-1983 Italian economy  0,4-9,4 

Gisser M., 1986 1977 US manufacturing - 0,114 

Oh S.-J., 1986 1983 Korean economy - 1,16-6,75 

Ong'olo D., 1987 1977 manufacturing of Kenya - 0,26-4,4 

Daskin A., 1991 1977 US manufacturing 6,12-27,18 - 

Ⱥɜɞɚɲɟɜɚ ɋ., Ɋɨɡɚɧɨɜɚ ɇ., 1998 1994-1995 production sector of Russia  0,01-10 

 
* Source: Created by the Avdashev S., Rozanova N. based on the data of [5, p.738-742; 7, p.179-180; 13, p.445-450; 15, p.88; 16, p.323; 

17, p.3-5; 18, p.17]. 
 

These much lower values of welfare loss were the rea-

son of the weak scientific interest in investigation of such a 

phenomenon in the middle of the XX century. Even 

A. Lerner, who is the scientific father of market power effects 

estimate, didn't believe in importance of negative impact of 

market power to the economy. This can be said basing on 

the concentration of his scientific heritage on the problems of 

socioeconomic consequences of unemployment instead of 

the problems of an economy's monopolization, as well as on 

some of his statements about overestimates of the degree of 

damage done by monopolistic restrictions [19, p.260]. But 

let's look atthe chronological dynamics of such estimates, 

incorporated into the intertemporal curve of empirical esti-

mates of welfare loss from market power (Figure 3). It shows 

that the estimates of the value of welfare loss have been 

growing over time driven by the development of economic 

science, the improvement of the methodology of welfare loss 

estimate and database specification. It makes a modern 

economist to look much precisely intothe problem of welfare 

loss and its cost for the economy. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Intertemporal curve of empirical estimates of welfare loss from market power 
 

* Source: Created by the author based on the data of tables 1 and 2. 
 

Conclusion. The main axiom of the economics tells us 

about the scarceness of the resources. Economic agents 

from firms up to the economies are looking for loans to 

stimulate economic growth while they are wasting up to the 
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third part of their GDP because of ineffective using of exist-
ing resources. The calculations show that Ukrainian econ-
omy is situated on the halfway toward its production possi-
bility frontier, crying for its leaders' market power restrictio-
nas a ticket to progress, which is called an economic 
growth. We can invest in innovations, hopping that they 
move out the quasi production possibility frontier and raise 
the output at fixed input. We can raise the age of retirement 
or aggradesand islands to expand the resource base of the 
economy. But we have to realize that until welfare loss 
from market power is a third part of the GDP every positive 
effect of such actions on the economy must be divided in 
the same proportion. At the best only two thirds of all the 
efforts and spent resources would go to economic growth 
stimulation. The remainder would provide the growth of 
market power holders' prosperity and the rooting of such 
an institutional environment, which is favorable for preserv-
ing the inefficiency of actual economic system in Ukraine. 
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The study evaluates tax competition among local governments in Czechoslovakia during the interwar period. Using correla-

tion and regression analysis it proves that (1) local politicians took into account the tax policies of neighbouring jurisdictions 
when imposing additional tax rates on top of the direct central taxes, (2) there were some regional differences, (3) migration 
played its role in tax rate setting and (4) the "race-to-the-bottom" did not take place. 
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Introduction. Czechoslovakian local government in the 

1920´s and 1930´s enjoyed significant tax autonomy, in 
many aspects absolutely unimaginable from today's point 
of view. Contemporary literature on tax competition con-
firms, that local government tax policy interaction (i.e., tax 
mimicking) occurs in most countries and concerns all taxes 
and all government levels [1, p.4]. 

The purpose of the paper is to find out if tax mimicking 
occurred in the pre-war Czechoslovakia and if there was a 
relationship between local tax policy and migration. After a 
brief review of recent research on local government tax 
competition there is provided an overview of the local gov-
ernment tax autonomy in Czechoslovakia between 1918 
and 1938 as well as its roots from pre-war Austrian – Hun-
garian Empire. Then there are presented data, methods 
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